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ABSTRACT
The problem of obtaining upper bounds on the ranks of third order tensors is
studied. New bounds are found using matrix canonical forms and nonlinear techniques from commutative algebra.

This paper addresses a problem

originating

in computer

science

which

has attracted much recent attention [4, 8, 11, 121. In computing terms the
problem is to evaluate a number of bilinear forms in noncommuting variables
using the smallest number

of nonscalar

multiplications

(multiplications

in

which neither factor is a constant). Many multiplication problems in algebra
are instances of this general problem; for example, forming matrix products
[13], polynomial
several bilinear

products

problems are based
multiplications.
The problem

[lo],

and group algebra

forms to be evaluated,
on methods

which

products

and efficient

[l] all require

algorithms

use a small number

can also be posed in purely algebraic

terms

for these

of nonscalar
as follows:

given a t&near form Z i,i,k~ijk~iyi~kin variables xi,. . . ,x,, yl, . . . , y,,, zl.. . . , zp,
find a representation of it as

(*)
with a,, b,, c, linear forms in x, y,z respectively and with N minimal. This
minimal N is called the rank of the m X n X p tensor (~yl+). An equivalent way
of defining the rank of (a+) is in terms of the p matrices A, whose (i, j) entry
is CY,+:the rank is the minimal number of rank 1 matrices whose linear span
contains A i,...,tip.
A full d iscussion of these ideas and much background
information may be found in [12, 141.
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One can of course express a trilinear form ~.(yiikxjyizk as E+yjEkoiikzkr
which is a representation
in the form (*) with N= mn. Thus the rank of any
m X n X p tensor cannot exceed mn (nor, similarly, np and pm). A fascinating
aspect of this topic is that such trivial bounds can usually be substantially
improved. An example of this, which also illustrates the problem in concrete
terms, is provided by the following
xl

y2z3

+

X2 ylz3

+

trilinear

x1 !1/3~2+

‘3

!!I’2

form:
+

‘2

93%

+

‘3

!42’1’

Here it is already obvious that the rank is at most 6, but since the trilinear
form can be written

as

2xyz+2

5 (x,-X)(
r=l

y,-

where X=$(x,+r2+x3),
Y=i(y1+y2+y3),
actually at most 4; in fact a short argument
It is possible to extend the definition
with t subscripts.

Y)(z,-

Z),

Z=~(z,+z,+x,),
its rank is
shows that its rank is exactly 4.

of rank to arbitrary

t-tensors

For t = 2 the rank of (oij) is just the ordinary

(oij,..)

matrix rank

and so this case is fairly trivial, whilst progress for t>3 seems to require a
thorough understanding of third order tensors [5]. For this reason we restrict
ourselves to third order tensors.
No general methods are known for calculating

the rank of an arbitrary

tensor; indeed, even the rank of the much-studied
tensor which describes
matrix multiplication is unknown. One concept which has proved helpful is
equivalence.

Two m X n X p tensors

(a+), ( Pijk) are said to be equivalent

if

for some m X m, n X n,p X p nonsingular matrices (riu), (SW),( tkw). If the m X n
matrices A r, . . . ,AP define an m X n X p tensor, then all tensors equivalent to
it can be obtained by first replacing A,, . . . , AP with another spanning set for
(A r, . . . ,A,) and then performing row and column operations simultaneously
on these new matrices.
Since equivalent tensors have the same rank, one is justified, when trying
to compute the rank, in replacing a tensor by one equivalent to it. This
simple fact together
with canonical
forms due to Kronecker
allowed
Grigoryev [7] and Ja’Ja’ [9] independently to determine the exact rank of any
m X n X 2 tensor in terms of certain invariants of its equivalence class. The
lack of corresponding
canonical
forms for p > 3 indicates that a similar
method will not work for a general mX n X p tensor; indeed, it seems
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unlikely that a simple recipe for determining

the rank of an arbitrary

tensor

exists. Because of this we shall study a more tractable problem, that of
obtaining bounds on the rank valid for large classes of tensors. In this respect
the paper is a sequel to [2], although we have tried to make our presentation
self-contained. We here extend the techniques introduced in [2] and use
them to obtain more refined upper bounds. These techniques differ from
those previously used to obtain lower and upper bounds (for example, [4, 5,
11, 121) in that they are highly nonlinear;

we firmly believe that nonlinear

analysis will be necessary to get the best results.
We define r(m,n,p) to be the maximum rank, over the complex field C,
achievable by an m X n X p tensor (because the rank is dependent upon the
underlying field of scalars, this field has to be specified; however, many of
our techniques remain valid for arbitrary fields of characteristic zero). Some
results about r(m, n,p) can be found in [2, 5, 81. In particular, it follows
trivially from remarks above that r(m, n.p) < min(mn, np,pm).
One of the
main results of [2] was that r(m, n, p) < m + 1 p/2 1 n if m < n. For m = n this
becomes
( p + l)n/2

if

p is odd,

(p+2)n/2

if

piseven.

Our first result is an improvement
THEOREM 1.

r(n, n.p) <

The improvement

(p +

of the p even case.
lb/z.

of this theorem

is most noticeable

the case p = 2 has been settled completely

by Grigoryev

for small p. Since
and Ja’Ja’, the first

case where an improvement is obtained is p = 4, and we pause to make some
remarks about this case. Here the theorem gives r(n, n, 4) < 5n/2 rather than
r(n,n,4) < 3n. Howell
r(m,n,p)>mnp/(m+n+p-2),

[8]

and

Brockett
[3] independently
showed that
and from this one can deduce that r(n,n,4)

> 2n - 1. In fact the exact values of r(n, n,4) for n = 1,2,3
are 1,4,6
respectively,
and it is known (Lloyd, unpublished) that 8 <r(4,4,4)
< 9.
Although we have not been able to tighten the lower and upper bounds for
r(n, n, 4) in general, we have been able to give a criterion for the rank of an
n X n X 4 tensor to be at most 2n; this criterion almost always holds and,
moreover, is easy to check. The criterion is the case p = 4 of the next result.
THEOREM 2.
Let Al,...,%
be nxn
matrices &fining an nxnxp
tensor (a,,&, and let x1,. . . , xp be ind.eterminutes. Suppose that the determinant ]Zx,A,], as a polynomial in C[x,,...,xJ,
is not identically zero and bus
no repeated polyrwmiul factor.Thenthe rank of (a,,,.) is at most [ p/2] n.
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As a consequence of this and [3] one can deduce that almost all n X n X 4
tensors have rank 2n - 1 or 2n. Before giving the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2
we recall that the discriminant of a polynomial f(A) = u,J” + . . . + a0 is a
polynomial in the coefficients a,, a,, . . . , a,, which vanishes if and only if a, = 0
or f(X) has a repeated factor [15]. We shall use this often; indeed, most of our
arguments will be directed towards showing that certain polynomials do not
have repeated factors. The first instance of this approach is

LEMMA A. Let f(xl,. ..,x,,,, y1,..., y,,) be a polynomial in m+ n in&terminates with the property that, f~ all values of yl,. . . , y,,, f bus a repeated

factor (as a polynomial in C[x,, . . . , x,,,]). Then f has a repeated factor us a
polynomial in C[r,, . . . ,x,, yl,. . . , y,].

Proof.
coefficients

We may regard f as a polynomial in any one of the xi having
in the field of rational functions of all the remaining m+ n - 1

variables, and its discriminant di is then a polynomial in these variables. For
any values of yl, . . . , y, we have f = g2h with g, h in C[x,, . . . ,x,1 and g
involving at least one of the xi. Hence di = 0 for some i. Therefore d,d2 * - * d,
= 0 identically in xl,. . . ,x,, yl,. . . , y,,, and so some di is identically zero.
There is therefore some variable, x1 say, for which we have f = 2h with

g,h in C(x2 ,... ,x,,y,,...,

y,,)[x,].

lemma on primitive polynomials

But then a simple application

of Gauss’s

shows that g, h may be taken to be poly-

nomials in x1,. . . ,x,, yl,. . . , yn.

w

The next lemma follows from the proof of Theorem

1 of [2].‘

LEMMA B. Let A,B,C...
be p nxn
matrices defining an nxnxp
tensor (ai+), and suppose that A,B are simultaneously equivalent (by row
and column operations) to diagonal matrices. Then the rank of (a+) is at
most 1 p/2 1n.
Proof of Theorem2.

I&A,,...,

AP satisfy the conditions of the theorem.

Then, in particular,
IXxiAil is not identically zero, and so (A,, . . .,A,)
contains a nonsingular matrix. We may therefore replace the Ai’s by another
p-element generating set B,, . . . , BP for (A,, . . . ,A,) and have B, nonsingular.
Since IZxi Bil is obtained from IXxiAi( by a nonsinguiar linear change of
variables, it too has no repeated polynomial factor. Furthermore
we may
reduce B, to the identity matrix by row and column operations performed on
each of B l,. ..,Bp giving matrices C,= Z,C, ,..., CP, and again IZxiCi( has no
repeated polynomial factor.
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From

Lemma

A, there

exist values

for x2,. . . , xp such that

if C= -

Zr_‘,,xi C,, then Ix,1 - C 1 has distinct roots as a polynomial in xi; in other
words, C has distinct eigenvalues and so may be diagonalized. The original
tensor is therefore equivalent to one defined by two diagonal matrices
p - 2 further matrices, and so the theorem follows from Lemma B.
LEMMA C.

If A, B are two n X n matrices,

A is nonsingular,

minimal rank of the nonzero matrices in (A,B)
rank 1 matrices M,,M,, . . . and constants PI,&,
Z P,M, are simultaneously
Proof.
equivalent

equivalent

and
H

and the

is r, then there exist n-r
. . . such that A and B+

to diagonal matrices.

We obviously lose no generality by replacing A, B with two
matrices which, since A is nonsingular, may be taken as I,C.

Similarly, if C has p invariant polynomials, then we may take C in rational
canonical form having p companion matrices C,, . . . , CP on its diagonal, each
one of them having minimal polynomial equal to an invariant polynomial.
Since each invariant polynomial divides the next, the Cj have some common
eigenvalue cr. It follows that rank( C - a1) <n - p. If C- (YZ= 0, the lemma
follows trivially, and so we shall assume
r<n-p,
i.e. p<n-r.
To complete
matrix

that

C - cyI# 0, in which

case

the proof we just have to show that given a companion

I
ci =

0

0

1

0
1

. *-

0

a,
a2

f
.

a3
.
.

.
.

0

1

*

at

there exists a rank 1 matrix Mj such that Ci + Mi is diagonalizable.

To do this

we take Mi to have nonzero entries in its last column only, in such a way that
Ci + M, is a companion matrix with distinct eigenvalues (recalling that the
last column of a companion matrix gives the coefficients of its characteristic
polynomial except for the leading coefficient).
H
DEFINITION. A pair of n X n matrices A, B is said to be exactly deficient
if the linear space (A, B ) contains, except for the zero matrix, only matrices
ofrankn-I.
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LEMMA D. If A, B is an exactly deficient pair of n X n matrices, then
there exists a rank 1 matrix M and constants a, P such that A + aM, B + /3M
are simultaneously
equivalent to diagonal matrices.
Proof.
We may take A,B to be linearly independent; otherwise the
lemma is trivial. Let h, cu,p,x,, . . . ,x,,, yl,. . . , II, be indeterminates, and let M
be the n X n rank 1 matrix whose (i, i) entry is xi yi. Thus M is the “general
rank 1 matrix” in that any particular rank 1 matrix can be obtained by giving
appropriate values to xi,. . . ,x,, yl,. . . , y,,. If C is any matrix of rank n - 1,
there exists a rank 1 matrix D such that 1C + D I# 0 and hence 1C + M) f 0;
we use this fact several times.
Consider the polynomial f(A, a, p, x1,. . . ,x,, yl,. . . , y,,) = ]h(A + aM) -(B +
pM)I. If we can find values for a,/$~,, . . . ,x”, y,, . . ., y,, such that IA+ aMj #
0 and such that f becomes a polynomial in A with distinct roots, then it is
easy to prove that A+ aM,B+ /3M are simultaneously diagonalizable. We
shall therefore assume that for all values of (Y,/?,+. . .,x,,, yl,. . . , y” we have
IA + aM I = 0 or d = 0, where d is the discriminant of f with respect to A.
Consequently IA + aM Id is identically zero. Now ]A + aM I is not identically
zero, since rank(A) = n - 1, and so d is identically zero. Therefore, as in the
proof of Lemma A, f = p2q, where p, q are in C[h, (Y,p,xr,.. . ,xn, yl,. . . , y,,].
In f the variables xi ,..., x,,,yi ,..., yn occur to the first power only, and so
p = p(A, a, p) is independent of them. Suppose there existed values of X, a,/3
suchthatp(X,(y,P)=Oandh~-_#O;thenwewouldhaveIXA-B+8MI=
0, 0#0, for all rank 1 matrices M, implying rank&4 - B) <n - 1, a contradiction. Thus p(A, a, p) = 0 implies Aa - /3= 0, and so, by the Nullstellensatz, p(X, a, p) divides (Xcu- P )” for some s. However, Xa - /? is irreducible,
and so we have f=(Lx-p)“r
with T in C[h,a,P,x, ,..., x”, yi ,..., y,]. But,
upon expanding the determinant, we see that the coefficient of Pi is a sum of
multiples of i-rowed minors of M all of which are zero for i > 2, and
therefore Ih(A+ aM) - (B+ PM)/ -0. Th is is impossible, for it would imply
IB + j3M ]E 0, contradicting rank(B) = n - 1.
n
LEMMA E. If A, B are n X n matrices having the property that (A, B )
contains no rwnzero matrix of rank less than or equal to 1 n/2],
then there
exist Ln/2J
rank 1 matrices M,, M,, . . . and constants a1,a2,. . .,&,p2,. . .
such that A + x q Mi and B + Z pi Mi are simultaneously equivalent to diagonal matrices.
Proof.
As in the proof of Lemma C, we lose no generality by replacing
A, B by equivalent matrices, and in this case we take the pencil AA + B to be
in its Kronecker canonical form. Neither (since we may replace A, B by any
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two matrices which also generate (A, B )) do we lose generality by assuming
that the regular part of the pencil contains no infinite elementary divisors.
Employing

temporarily

the notation

of [6], we note that each of the square

pencils

(LE O)? and
are exactly

deficient

pencils.

From

their transposes

this we can conclude

that the pencil

decomposes as a direct sum of an m X m regular pencil Ma+ B,, exactly
deficient s, Xs, pencils ai+
I$, i= 1,2 ,..., k, and a tX t zero pencil. In
particular m+Z.s,+t=n.
Let r be the minimal rank of the nonzero matrices

in (A,,B,),

so that,

from the hypotheses of the lemma, r+ Z(s, - 1) >n/2.
We apply Lemma C
to the regular pencil U,, + B, and Lemma D to each of the exactly deficient
pencils XA, + B,. This gives m - r + k rank 1 matrices M,, M,, . . . and constants (Yi, “a,. . . , /?I, &, . . . such that A + X aiMi, B + 2 & Mi are simultaneously equivalent

to diagonal matrices.

The proof is completed

by noting

that
m-r+k<m-r+k+t=n-Es,-r+k=n-r-x(s,-l)<n-;=;.

Proof of Theorem 1. We have to show that an arbitrary n X n X p tensor
has rank at most ( p + l)n/2. As noted previously, we may take p to be even,
and then the tensor can be described by p/2
pairs of nXn
matrices
A,, %A,,
contains

B,, . . . . We have to find L( p + 1) n/2 1 rank 1 matrices whose span
these matrices.
This is relatively easy if the space (A,, B,,
contains a nonzero matrix C of rank r < n/2. For then we may

A,,B,,...)
replace the original matrices by p matrices
matrices

whose sum is C, and take

one of which is C, take r rank 1

1 pn/2J

rank 1 matrices

whose span

include the other p - 1 matrices.
Otherwise we apply Lemma

E to A,, B, to obtain 1 n/2]

rank 1 matrices

such that A;=A,+XaiMi,
B;=B,+EpiMi
are simultaneously
MnMz,...
equivalent to diagonal matrices. Lemma B now shows that the tensor
defined by A;,B;,A,,
B,,. . . has rank at most [ p/2]n,
and so the original
tensor has rank at most ( p + l)n/2.
H
To motivate

r(wn,p)

<m+

our next results we return to the bound mentioned above:
n if m <n, and note that this bound is useless if

1 p/2]
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2m <n, since
min(mn,np,pm).

it

is then weaker
than the trivial bound r(m, n,p) &
Perhaps the simplest case where the bound provides only

trivial information is that of n x 2tl x 3 tensors [where it gives r(n, 2n,3) <
3n], and so we now consider how better bounds can be obtained in this case.
To begin with we note that there exist n X n matrices A, B defining an
n x n x 2 tensor of rank L3n/2] [7, 91, and it is then easy to prove that the
nX2nX3
tensor defined by the nX2n
matrices
(A o), (B 0), (0 Z)
has rank 15n/2].
F rom this we can conclude that r(n,2n,3) > 5n/2. In fact
for 1 <n < 4 detailed calculations
show that r(n,2n, 3) = [5n/2 J, and we
conjecture
that equality holds for all n. Although we cannot prove this
conjecture,
Suppose
(Q),

we give some supporting

evidence

that E, F, G are n X 2n matrices

and let 5% be th e space generated

If %

contains

a nonsingular

matrix,

for it below.
defining

an n X 2n X 3 tensor

by the 2n X 2n matrices

we shall say that

((Y+) satisfies

the

nonsingularity condition. Clearly, most tensors will satisfy this condition. It is
not hard to see that under the nonsingularity condition ((yi+) is equivalent to
a tensor defined by the n x2n matrices (I 0), (0 I), (A B). We give two
results concerning

such tensors.

THEOREM 3. An n X 2n X 3 tensor satisfying
tion almost always has rank exactly 2n.
Proof.

Consider

any tensor defined

the nonsingularity

by the n X 2n matrices

condi-

(I 0), (0 I),

(A B). It is almost always the case that A, B are each diagonalizable. In this
case both the n X n x 2 tensors defined by I, A and by I, B have rank n. It
follows immediately that the original tensor has rank at most 2n. But then a
simple argument shows that it has rank exactly 2n.
n
THEOREM 4. Eve y n x 2n x 3 tensor satisfying
dition has rank at most [5n/2 j.

the non-singularity

The main step in the proof of this theorem is in establishing

con-

the following

lemma.

LEMMA F. Let A be any n X n matrix, and let X=(xii) be an n X [n/2]
matrix of indetenninates. Then there exists an 1 n/2] X n matrix Y such that
the matrix A + XY (whose entries are in the field C(xI1,xlp,. . .)) has multi plicity-free
invariant factors.
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Proof
Suppose the lemma is true for a particular matrix A, i.e. for some
Y, A + XY has multiplicity-free
invariant factors. Then for any nonsingular
matrix P with complex entries the invariant factors of P - ‘AP + P - ‘XYP are
and YP= Y’. Using X=PX’,
we
also multiplicity-free. Let P -‘X=X’=(d)
can substitute for the indeterminates xii i:terms of the indeterminates
this will not affect whether the invariant factors of P-lAP+X’Y’

xii and

are

multiplicity-free. In other words, if the lemma is true for A, it is also true for
P -‘AP, and so no generality is lost in taking A in its rational canonical form.

Thus

a

Cl

A=

c2

where (Y occurs p times and where C,, C,, . . . , Cq are all nontrivial companion
matrices; in particular q < 1 n/Z].
Let j, be the column number in A where the last column of C, occurs,
and let Y be the 1 n/2]

X n matrix defined by
Y,,=l,
Y, = 0,

i=1,2

,**a, 9Y

otherwise.

It is then clear that XY is an nX n matrix consisting of zeros except for
columns ii, is,. . . , jq, in which appear columns 1,2,. . . , q of X.
To calculate the invariant factors of A + XY we have to perform row and
column operations on A + XY --AI (working over the polynomial
ring
C(xi1,xi2,. . .)[A]) to bring it to a diagonal form in which each diagonal
element [a polynomial in h with coefficients in C(xii,xia,, . .)] divides the
next; the invariant factors are those entries which depend properly on h.
Before proceeding to do this we make one small change of variables to
slightly ease the exposition. The entries in the i,th column of A + XY - hI are
usually single indeterminates xki; the only exceptions are in those rows which
are rows of Cj, and here the indeterminates have a constant added to them
(and in one case -A also added). The change of variables we make simply
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causes the entries in the i,th column to be all single indeterminates (except
for the one case where -h is added); this does not affect whether the
invariant factors are multiplicity-free.
We now give the sequence of row and column operations which is to be
applied to A + XY - XI. Rather than give a “snapshot” of the result after
each operation, we rely on the reader to follow through the calculations,
checking details where necessary. Consider each companion submatrix C, in
turn. To its first row (or, more precisely, the row of A + XY - Al containing
the first row of C,) we add h times the second row, A2 times the third row,
etc., and then permute the rows so that it is upper triangular with diagonal
entries 1, 1,. . . , l,+(X); $(A) is a polynomial with leading coefficient - 1 and
whose other coefficients are indeterminates.
Having done this for each
companion submatrix we perform column operations on the whole matrix so
that the “1” entries on the diagonal are the only entries which occur in their
row. Next we rearrange rows and columns so that all the l’s occur in the first
group of diagonal positions, followed by diagonal entries (Y-A. This brings
the matrix to the form

where

W is a p x q matrix

of indeterminates

and the entries

of Z are

nonlinear polynomials in X; the coefficients of these polynomials are indeterminates with the exception of the leading terms of the diagonal entries:
these are - 1. All the indeterminates which occur in W and Z are distinct.
From now on it is obviously sufficient to consider just the ( p + q) X ( p +
q) submatrix

T=

(a-W,

(

0

and in doing so we distinguish between

w

1

z ’

two cases according

to the shape of

W.

suc9P:

4.

since

rank(W)

= q, there exists a p X p nonsingular

matrix G
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and we may replace T by
Z

I

(a-:)I,,
0’*
0

Z

Then we replace U by

<zq

0

0

0

‘p_q

0

-z

0

I

zq

z4

-

u

0

(a-X)Z,

0
I p-q
0

0’

0

0 =

0

zq

Z

(a

--:)I,,0’

(a-A)Z

0

0

and from this we see that there are p - q invariant factors cr-A together
with invariant factors obtained from ((Y-A) Z.
The invariant factors obtained from (CX- X)Z either are further polynomials (Y-A or have the form (Y-A multiplied by an invariant factor of Z. Since
the product of the invariant factors of Z is the determinant 1Z 1, this case will
be completed if we can show that 1Z 1 is a multiplicity-free polynomial in X
without any factor (Y-A. This however is immediate when we observe that
values for the indeterminates maybe chosen so that Z becomes a diagonal
matrix with diagonal entries which are mutually coprime multiplicity-free
polynomials and which are not divisible by cx-A.
(ii) p < 9. In this case rank(W) = p and there exists a nonsingular 9 X 9
matrix H such that WH = ( Zp 0). This allows us to replace T by

where (Z,, Z,) = ZH. Next we replace V by

(

'P

)I

Ov

-zo zq

'P

-(a-A)Z,
0

0

0’

zp

0

O

zvP,

=

!

0

(A-a)z,

$
0

O

1

z, ’

and it follows that we need only consider those invariant factors which arise
from ((A- o)Z, Z,).
Now Z has the same invariant factors as (Z,, Z,), and under case (i) we
noted that these are multiplicity-free and are not divisible by A - a. Hence to
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complete this case it is sufficient to prove that the invariant factors of
((X - o)Za 2,) are those of (2, 2,) except that p of. them (including, possibly, “trivial” invariant factors of degree zero) are multiplied by A- cr.
To do this we recall that if dk(Z) denotes the highest common factor of
all k X k minors of Z, then the invariant factors of Z are given by
d,(Z)/&_,(Z),
k= 1,2 ,... . We also observe that for any k with 1 < k <q - p
some k X k minor of Z, is not divisible by h - cy; this is a consequence of I(Z,,
Z,)l not being divisible by A - cy and the Laplace expansion of I(Z,, Z,)l in
terms of k X k minors of Z,. From this it follows that
di( (x-a)zO
4(

CA-

zl)=di(
z,)

“)‘O

‘0

i=l,2

‘I),

,xi-(9-p

‘4(

‘0

,...,q-p

i=q-p+l,...,q.

‘I),

The invariant factors of ((X - a) Z, Z,) therefore have the property required
of them.
n
Proof of Theorem 4. If we apply Lemma F to the n x n matrices A and
B in turn, we obtain 1 n/2] x n matrices Y and Z such that the invariant
factors of A + XY and B + XZ are multiplicity-free. it then follows that there
exist nonsingular matrices P, Q with en&es in C(x,,, xis, . . . ) such that
b,
P-‘(A

and

+ XY)P=

Q-‘(B+XZ)Q=

*..

1

.
bn,

These equations remain valid for any substitution of values for the x,~'s
provided this results in no division by zero. If we choose such values, then
A + XY, B + XZ will be complex matrices with the property that the n X 2n
~3 tensor defined by the n x2n matrices (I 0), (0 I), (A + XY B+ XZ) has
rank 2n. However, (A + XY B + XZ) = (A B) + X( Y Z), and since rank(X( Y
Z))< [n/2], it fo11ows that the tensor defined by (I 0), (0 I), (A B) has
n
rank at most 15n/21.
Finally we observe that the considerations behind the last two theorems
generalize with little more than verbal changes to n X kn X (k+ 1) tensors.
Most tensors of this type satisfy a generalized nonsingularity condition and
are equivalent to a tensor defined by the k + 1 n X kn matrices
(I

0

0

...

o),

(0

(o

o

...

I),

(Ai

I

0
A,

...*a

(here, all the submatrices shown are n X n matrices).

o),...,
Ak)
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BOUNDS ON RANKS
THEOREM 3’. Almost
have rank exactly kn.

all tensors defined

THEOREM 4'. All tensors defined
rank at most (k + i)n.

by matrices

The case k = n - 1 of these theorems,
tensors, provides

supporting

evidence

by matrices

which

of the above fnm

of the above form have

concerns

for the conjecture,

n X n X (n2-

n)

made in [2], that

r(n,n,n2-n)=n2-[r/2].
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